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Sexy models, exotic locales and designer swimsuits from the ever-popular 2014 "Sports
Illustrated" Swimsuit Edition fill this calendar. Foiled front cover. Sixteen months (Sep 2014 Dec
2015).

About the AuthorWorkman Publishing Company has been producing award-winning calendars,
cookbooks, parenting guides, and children’s titles, as well as gardening, humor, self-help, and
business books, since 1968. From our What to Expect® pregnancy and parenting series and
Page-A-Day® Calendars to the iconic 1,000 Places to See Before You Die and Brain Quest®
children's products, our wide range of high-quality non-fiction titles and products inspire,
educate, and entertain readers around the globe.
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Reverend Mike, “complimented by photos of beautiful models).. It is a calendar, and it has
photos of SI swimsuit models. If you think this will be a problem, then don't buy it. If you buy it,
don't hang it on your cubicle wall at work. With that in mind, this is a worthwhile purchase (it's a
functional calendar, complimented by photos of beautiful models).”

SD Webgal, “I don't like the inset photos of the models on the calendar .... A gift for boyfriend. I
have my own revenge by writing silly girl sayings on post-it notes! I don't like the inset photos of
the models on the calendar pages. I would like to see them portrayed less vampy and more
classy.”

Nosidino, “Good But Not Great.. Pretty good calendar but the girls cannot compare with those of
the Playboy Calendars. The photography seems to be only above average. This is given the
grade of a B.A. Nathaniel Wallace, Jr.”

Christopher Robinson, “It's Never Too Late For Kate Upton. I get a wall calendar every year and
this one is as amazing as the rest. Kate Upton is in it so that's a huge plus haha.”

Donna Pingrey, “My husband gets the new edition every year for Christmas .... My husband gets
the new edition every year for Christmas and always loves it. What more can you ask for from a
yearly calendar.”

Glenn MacIntosh, “Bought this Calendar for a great price. Photos look great and it is hanging ....
Bought this Calendar for a great price. Photos look great and it is hanging in back shop
production area.  Shipped quickly.”

M. Midwest, “I gave it to my nephew and he loved it.. This was a Christmas gift. I gave it to my
nephew and he loved it..He said this was the Best gift this year”

MM, “I got nothing bad to say about shipment. I got nothing bad to say about shipment, satisfied.
The calender itself? The models look good and the photos used are great.”

Raj, “I really enjoy the SI wall calender. I really enjoy the SI wall calender, It opens up to a good
size, around 22 inches in height and 11 in width. Very nice photos, and really like the layout this
year! Love the front cover”

Flavio, “carino. carino sia come formato che come impostazione dei giorni. è arrivato un po
rovinato comunque, percui direi 4 stelle scarse”



Crevaz, “Il calendario. Preso per obbligo (i love kate upton!) il calendario di SI è sempre una
garanzia!! consigliato per gli appassionati, e non!”

Fast Eddy, “Great delivery time.. Love it.”

  , “         .                                            ”

The book by Workman Publishing has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 62 people have provided
feedback.



Language: English
Calendar: 130 pages
Item Weight: 7 ounces
Dimensions: 11.75 x 0.25 x 11.75 inches
Spiral-bound: 12 pages
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